Content Delivery
Content Delivery

This page will contain recommendations to help you ensure the delivery of content is appropriately developed and delivered for both asynchronous and synchronous delivery using the digital education resources available. A range of best practice suggestions will be provided that outline opportunities for the sessions to be interactive, scaffolded within the context of the module, and engaging. Specific suggestions on developing video and audio content will also be provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Asynchronous delivery of content via pre-recorded video or audio resources | • Desktop capture / Narrated PowerPoint videos / MS stream  
• Create videos of 10-20 minutes and sequence (Desktop Capture)  
• Talking heads (Desktop Capture)  
• Avoid video overload  
• Link specific videos to individual or groups of tasks and provide clear sequencing and timeframes  
• Consider alternatives to screen-based delivery (ie, podcasts)  
• Review and present external videos that have been checked for content and relevance (ie, YouTube, MOOCs, LinkedIn Learning). |
| Synchronous delivery of content via live stream video teaching sessions | • Live BB Collaborate / MS Teams  
• Explain that sessions are recorded for asynchronous study later and revision  
• Integrate recorded video into live sessions to create breaks and rest time  
• Promote engagement with the use of chat rooms, warm calling, polling, emojis and Padlet  
• Utilise whiteboard function to develop ideas and messages through annotation  
• Break up long live sessions with Q&A sessions  
• Best practice tips (microphones muted to start, hands up or type to ask questions, videos on where possible when talking to build social, engage with students personally and let them know they will be asked to contribute.  
• Using Collaborate open a room for students to pop in and stay on after the sessions for clarification |
| Asynchronous and Synchronous group-based collaborative activities to allow collaboration and discussion | • On-line ‘live’ sessions with break out rooms, use of shared whiteboards, polls, chat function  
• Provide clear support material and tasks (ie, discuss and report / solve problem and report) for pre-session work  
• Set offline tasks to completion and then report back by set time.  
• Open discussion boards/ Microsoft Teams chat/ OneDrive Docs / Padlet / Wikis / Peerwise |
# Media Design Principles

When designing a new PowerPoint presentation, video, animation, workbook, or other multimedia presentation it is best practice to follow a number of evidenced-based principles on instructional design. These principles are based on an individual’s ability to take in information that is aligned to their cognitive capacity.

The 12 principles are as follows:

1. **Coherence** – Exclude extraneous words, pictures and sounds
   - Only include images, text and narration that link to the learning objectives (i.e., don’t use unrelated images, logos or supplemental materials)
   - Do not use music in the background to add ambience
   - Use simple visuals that are specifically related to the content

2. **Signalling** – Provide cues to highlight the organisation of the essential material
   - Draw attention to important and relevant information by using the cursor or highlight arrows and other visual cues

3. **Redundancy** – Use graphics and spoken narration only, rather than graphics, narration and on-screen text; use narration of words, rather than narration and on-screen text.
   - When narrating a presentation, use either graphics or text, but not both.

## What

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide updated Library reading lists and ensure they are accessible remotely</td>
<td>• Check with the library for accessibility ensuring all recommended reading is available online.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Consider cognitive load when designing videos and PowerPoint presentations | • Use graphics and narration where possible, rather than narration, graphics and words.  
  • Remove extraneous words, pictures and graphics  
  • Keep relevant wording close to pictures  
  • Provide cues for important material to be highlighted  
  • Use a conversational style when narrating  
  • Utilise whiteboard approach to develop ideas and messages. |
| Accessibility and Inclusion                                           | • Check all Module content for inclusive learning and teaching baseline standards using Blackboard Ally  
  • Use Office 365 whenever possible to create videos with closed captions  
  • Provide transcription for video content using MediaSite. |
• Reduce the amount / use of text during a narrated presentation.

4. **Spatial Contiguity** – Place corresponding words and pictures near each other on page and screen, rather than separated
   • Position text in close proximity to the graphics/pictures it refers to.
   • Provide the text to be read in advance of an animation or graphic being presented.

5. **Temporal Contiguity** – Present words and pictures simultaneously rather than successively.
   • Time the narration so that it plays along with the animation or drawing

6. **Modality** – Present words as narration rather than as on-screen text.
   • During a narrated presentation with images and graphics, only use on-screen text where necessary (ie, listing key steps, providing direction for next steps)

7. **Multimedia** – Present words and pictures rather than words alone.
   • Include images and graphics to present key information
   • If you use text, use font size 22-24 where possible to increase accessibility
   • Only use images and graphics to enhance and clarify
   • Use static images where possible or images that build up in complexity (ie progressive/generative drawing)

8. **Segmenting** – Present content with the learner able to control delivery, rather than as continuous unit.
   • Use speed control and stop functions on videos
   • Deliver long sections of information in chunks with suitable breaks

9. **Pre-training** – Present students with media they are familiar and comfortable using.
   • Provide and clarify key terms prior to delivering an integrative task (ie, glossary, FAQ, Fact sheet)
   • Provide clarity on usability of the learning tool

10. **Personalisation** – Present narration in a conversational style rather than formal style.
    • Use language contractions
    • Use extemporaneous speech over heavily scripted

    • Use the voice of someone familiar to the student group, and avoid machine voice.

12. **Image** – It is not necessary to include an image of the speaker when delivering a presentation.
    • Include an image of yourself when you are trying to establish social presence or there are no words or pictures
    • Don’t include a side box video of the narrator or instructor

Adapted from Mayer. RE, Multimedia Learning, 2009 and Principles of Multimedia Learning.
Online Engagement Principles

Maintaining engagement and supporting motivation are important considerations in all teaching activities, but especially where a significant part of the content is delivered online. These suggestions will help to keep students engaged with the material and support their learning and acquisition of new knowledge in a collaborative setting.

The 12 principles are as follows:

1. Create space for a practice session and define the minimum requirements necessary
2. Establish behaviour norms from the beginning so students and staff know what the expectations of engagement are. Set high standards and get them involved as active partners in the learning
3. Use share screen functionality and use cues to guide students through the task in hand
4. Interact with students in real time using audio and the available chat function, ask for cameras to be on at certain times
5. Use the whiteboard functionality and hand it over to your students with specific tasks
6. Use a chat window to allow students to ask questions and ask a colleague or other student to help moderate these
7. Refer to comments in the chat so students know their views and questions are being seen
8. Use breakout groups where possible with set tasks
9. Keep in mind students will have varying internet connections so build in a time lag between asking questions and receiving answers
10. Call on students through warm calls (ie, letting students know ahead of time that you will be coming to them – either email or 5-10 minutes before the question is set in class)
11. Use polling tools
12. Increase the use of summaries in class. For long live session, chunk it into 4 block of 10, with a few minutes of summary after each chunk.
Delivery Model A

Model A outlines an approach to content delivery for a topic within a module that requires students to engage with content prior to a discussion session(s). This model may be used as a week or topic planner depending on the learning objectives that need to be covered.

The delivery of content in the first instance would be asynchronous in this model, with information on expectations made available to ensure the students are clear on the work required.

The following step would involve students and teaching staff having an opportunity to discuss, share and collaborate on the topic in a structured setting.

Opportunities for students to check their understanding are then provided and/or further content delivery and follow up discussions can be scheduled as required to deliver the learning objectives. At the conclusion of the topic a wrap up, summary or revision session can be scheduled that concludes the topic and sets the scene for upcoming activities.
Delivery Model B

Model B is similar in approach to Model A, but does not schedule pre-work for students. Content delivery follows a more traditional approach with a session outlining and detailing the various learning objectives scheduled that is interactive and engaging, and delivered in either real time or asynchronously.

Following on students would be provided with opportunities to discuss, elaborate, share and further their understanding of the content through task-based activities. Opportunities for student- and staff-led discussions are provided for the duration with clear guidance issued on their purpose and roles of specific individuals.

Opportunities for students to check their understanding are then provided and/or further content delivery and follow up discussions can be scheduled as required to deliver the learning objectives. At the conclusion of the topic a wrap up, summary or revision session can be scheduled that concluded the topic and sets the scene for upcoming activities.

Model B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asynchronous</th>
<th>Synchronous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Delivery</td>
<td>Discuss, share, and collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Group study tasks</td>
<td>- Group study tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Independent study task</td>
<td>- Research – report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Live collaborative session</td>
<td>- Group tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Break-out rooms</td>
<td>- Break-out rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Online quiz</td>
<td>- Online quiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Formative tasks</td>
<td>- Formative tasks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrap up and review

- Video
- Talking head
- Podcast
- Screencast
- Text based through Minerva
- Task setting

Supportive, open, linked to content.

Task closure, outline next steps, answer questions, restate support.

Online open discussion forum (student-led): Padlet, Minerva, OneDrive Shared docs

Staff engagement

- Timetabled live collaborative session
- Relevant, real-world, level appropriate, engaging.